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Abstract
Distributed, in-network packet capture is still the last resort for diagnosing network problems. Despite recent advances in collecting packet traces scalably, effectively utilizing pervasive packet captures still poses important challenges. Arbitrary combinations of middleboxes which transform packet headers make it challenging to even identify the same packet across multiple hops; packet drops in the collection system create ambiguities that must be handled; the large volume of captures, and their distributed nature, make it hard to do even simple processing; and the one-off and urgent nature of problems tends to generate ad-hoc solutions that are not reusable and do not scale. In this paper we propose dShark to address these challenges. dShark allows intuitive groupings of packets across multiple traces that are robust to header transformations and capture noise, offering simple streaming data abstractions for network operators. Using dShark on production packet captures from a major cloud provider, we show that dShark makes it easy to write concise and reusable queries against distributed packet traces that solve many common problems in diagnosing complex networks. Our evaluation shows that dShark can analyze production traces with more than 10 Mpps throughput on a commodity server, and has near-linear speedup when scaling out on multiple servers.

1 Introduction
Network reliability is critical for modern distributed systems and applications. For example, an ISP outage can cause millions of users to disconnect from the Internet [45], and a small downtime in the cloud network can lead to millions of lost revenue. Despite the advances in network verification and testing schemes [18, 26, 27, 34, 44], unfortunately, network failures are still common and are unlikely to be eliminated given the scale and complexity of today’s networks.

As such, diagnosis is an integral part of a network operator’s job to ensure high service availability. Once a fault that cannot be automatically mitigated happens, operators must quickly analyze the root cause so that they can correct the fault. Many tools have been developed to ease this process.

We can group existing solutions into host-based [40, 56, 57], and in-network tools [44, 68]. While able to diagnose several problems, host-based systems are fundamentally limited in visibility, especially in cases where the problem causes packets not to arrive at the edge. On the other hand, most in-network systems are based on aggregates [32], or on strong assumptions about the topology [56]. Switch hardware improvements have also been proposed [21, 28, 42, 56]. However, it is unlikely the commodity switches will quickly adopt these features and replace all the existing switches soon.

Because of these limitations, in today’s production networks, operators have in-network packet captures as the last resort [50, 68]. They provide a capture of a packet at each hop, allowing for gathering a full view of packets’ paths through the network. Analyzing such “distributed” traces allows one to understand how a packet, a flow, or even a group of flows were affected as they traversed each switch along their path. More importantly, most, if not all, commodity switches support various packet mirroring functionalities.

In this paper, we focus on making the analysis of in-network packet captures practical. Despite the diagnosing potential, this presents many unsolved challenges. As a major cloud provider, although our developers have implemented a basic analysis pipeline similar to [68], which generates some statistics, it falls short as our networks and fault scenarios get more complicated. Multi-hop captures, middleboxes, the (sometimes) daunting volume of captures, and the inevitable loss in the capture pipeline itself make it hard for operators to identify the root problem.

The packets usually go through a combination of header transformations (VXLAN, VLAN, GRE, and others) applied repeatedly and in different orders, making it hard to even parse and count packets correctly. In addition, the packet captures, which are usually generated via switch mirroring and collector capturing, are noisy in practice. This is because the mirrored packets are normally put in the lowest priority to avoid competing with actual traffic and do not have any retransmission mechanisms. It is pretty common for the mirrored packet drop rate to be close to the real traffic drop rate being diagnosed. This calls for some customized logic that can filter out false drops due to noise.

These challenges often force our operators to abandon the statistics generated by the basic pipeline and develop ad-hoc programs to handle specific faults. This is done in haste, with little consideration for correctness guarantees, performance, or reusability, and increasing the mean time to resolution.

To address these challenges, we design dShark, a scalable packet analyzer that allows for the analysis of in-network packet traces in near real-time and at scale. dShark provides a streaming abstraction with flexible and robust grouping of packets: all instances of a single packet at one or multiple hops, and all packets of an aggregate (e.g., flow) at one or multiple hops. dShark is robust to, and hides the details of, compositions of packet transformations (encapsulation,
tunneling, or NAT), and noise in the capture pipeline. dShark offers flexible and programmable parsing of packets to define packets and aggregates. Finally, a query (e.g., is the last hop of a packet the same as expected?) can be made against these groups of packets in a completely parallel manner.

The design of dShark is inspired by an observation that a general programming model can describe all the typical types of analysis performed by our operators or summarized in prior work [56]. Programming dShark has two parts: a declarative part, in JSON, that specifies how packets are parsed, summarized, and grouped, and an imperative part in C++ to process groups of packets. dShark programs are concise, expressive, and in languages operators are familiar with. While the execution model is essentially a windowed streaming map-reduce computation, the specification of programs is at a higher level, with the ‘map’ phase being highly specialized to this context: dShark’s parsing is designed to make it easy to handle multiple levels of header transformations, and the grouping is flexible to enable many different types of queries. As shown in §4, a typical analysis can be described in only tens of lines of code. dShark compiles this code, links it to dShark’s scalable and high-performance engine and handles the execution. With dShark, the time it takes for operators to start a specific analysis can be shortened from hours to minutes.

dShark’s programming model also enables us to heavily optimize the engine performance and ensures that the optimization benefits all analyses. Not using a standard runtime, such as Spark, allows dShark to integrate closely with the trace collection infrastructure, pushing filters and parsers very close to the trace source. We evaluate dShark on packet captures of production traffic, and show that on a set of commodity servers, with four cores per server, dShark can execute typical analyses in real time, even if all servers are capturing 1500B packets at 40Gbps line rate. When digesting faster capturing or offline trace files, the throughput can be further scaled up nearly linearly with more computing resources.

We summarize our contributions as follows: 1) dShark is the first general and scalable software framework for analyzing distributed packet captures. Operators can quickly express their intended analysis logic without worrying about the details of implementation and scaling. 2) We show that dShark can handle header transformations, different aggregations, and capture noise through a concise, yet expressive declarative interface for parsing, filtering, and grouping packets. 3) We show how dShark can express 18 diverse monitoring tasks, both novel and from previous work. We implement and demonstrate dShark at scale with real traces, achieving real-time analysis throughput.

2 Motivation

dShark provides a scalable analyzer of distributed packet traces. In this section, we describe why such a system is needed to aid operators of today’s networks.

2.1 Analysis of In-network Packet Traces

Prior work has shown the value of in-network packet traces for diagnosis [50, 68]. In-network packet captures are widely supported, even in production environments which contain heterogeneous and legacy switches. These traces can be described as the most detailed “logs” of a packet’s journey through the network as they contain per-packet/per-switch information of what happened.

It is true that such traces can be heavyweight in practice. For this reason, researchers and practitioners have continuously searched for replacements to packet captures diagnosis, like flow records [13, 14], or tools that allow switches to “digest” traces earlier [21, 42, 56]. However, the former necessarily lose precision, for being aggregates, while the latter requires special hardware support which in many networks is not yet available. Alternatively, a number of tools [5, 20, 53] have tackled diagnosis of specific problems, such as packet drops. However, these also fail at diagnosing the more general cases that occur in practice (§3), which means that the need for traces has yet to be eliminated.

Consequently, many production networks continue to employ in-network packet capturing systems [59, 68] and enable them on-demand for diagnosis. In theory, the operators, using packet traces, can reconstruct what happened in the network. However, we found that this is not simple in practice. Next, we illustrate this using a real example.

2.2 A Motivating Example

In 2017, a customer on our cloud platform reported an unexpected TCP performance degradation on transfers to/from another cloud provider. The customer is in the business of providing real-time video surveillance and analytics service, which relies on stable network throughput. However, every few hours, the measured throughput would drop from a few Gbps to a few Kbps, which would last for several minutes, and recover by itself. The interval of the throughput drops was non-deterministic. The customer did a basic diagnosis on their end hosts (VMs) and identified that the throughput drops were caused by packet drops.

This example is representative – it is very common for network traffic to go through multiple different components beyond a single data center, and for packets to be transformed multiple times on the way. Often times our operators do not control both ends of the connections.

In this specific case (Figure 1), the customer traffic leaves the other cloud provider, X’s network, goes through the ISP and reaches one of our switches that peers with the ISP (①). To provide a private network with the customer, the traffic is first tagged with a customer-specific 802.1Q label (②). Then, it is forwarded in our backbone/WAN in a VXLAN tunnel (③). Once the traffic arrives at the destination datacenter border (④), it goes through a load balancer (SLB), which uses IP-in-IP encapsulation (⑤, ⑥), and is redirected to a VPN gateway, which uses GRE encapsulation (⑦, ⑧), before
reaching the destination server. Table 1 lists the corresponding captured packet formats. Note that beyond the differences in the encapsulation formats, different switches add different headers when mirroring packets (e.g., ERSPAN vs GRE). On the return path, the traffic from the VMs on our servers is encapsulated with VXLAN, forwarded to the datacenter border, and routed back to X.

When our network operators are called up for help, they must answer two questions in a timely manner: 1) are the packets dropped in our network? If not, can they provide any pieces of evidence? 2) if yes, where do they drop? While packet drops seem to be an issue with many proposed solutions, the operators still find the diagnosis surprisingly hard in practice.

**Problem 1: many existing tools fail because of their specific assumptions and limitations.** As explained in §2.1, existing tools usually require 1) full access to the network including end hosts [5, 20]; 2) specific topology, like the Clos [53], or 3) special hardware features [21, 32, 42, 56]. In addition, operators often need evidence for “the problem is not because of” a certain part of the network (in this example, our network but not ISP or the other cloud network), for pruning the potential root causes. However, most of those tools are not designed to solve this challenge.

Since all these tools offer little help in this scenario, network operators have no choice but to enable in-network capturing and analyze the packet traces. Fortunately, we already deployed Everflow [68], and are able to capture per-hop traces of a portion of flows.

**Problem 2: the basic trace analysis tools fall short for the complicated problems in practice.** Even if network operators have complete per-hop traces, recovering what happened in the network is still a challenge. Records for the same packets spread across multiple distributed captures, and none of the well-known trace analyzers such as Wireshark [2] has the ability to join traces from multiple vantage points. Grouping them, even for the instances of a single packet across multiple hops, is surprisingly difficult, because each packet may be modified or encapsulated by middleboxes multiple times, in arbitrary combinations.

Packet capturing noise further complicates analysis. Mirrored packets can get dropped on their way to collectors or dropped by the collectors. If one just counts the packet occurrence on each hop, the real packet drops may be buried in mirrored packet drops and remain unidentified. Again, it is unclear how to address this with existing packet analyzers.

Because of these reasons, network operators resort to developing ad-hoc tools to handle specific cases, while still suffering from the capturing noise.

**Problem 3: the ad-hoc solutions are inefficient and usually cannot be reused.** It is clear that the above ad-hoc tools have limitations. First, because they are designed for specific cases, the header parsing and analysis logic will likely be specific. Second, since the design and implementation have to be swift (cloud customers are anxiously waiting for mitigation!), reusability, performance, and scalability will likely not be priorities. In this example, the tool developed was single threaded and thus had low throughput. Consequently,
operators would capture several minutes worth of traffic and have to spend multiples of that to analyze it.

After observing these problems in a debugging session in production environment, we believe that a general, easy-to-program, scalable and high-performance in-network packet trace analyzer can bring significant benefits to network operators. It can help them understand, analyze and diagnose their network more efficiently.

3 Design Goals
Motivated by many real-life examples like the one in §2.2, we derive three design goals that we must address in order to facilitate in-network trace analysis.

3.1 Broadly Applicable for Trace Analysis
In-network packet traces are often used by operators to identify where network properties and invariants have been violated. To do so, operators typically search for abnormal behavior in the large volume of traces. For different diagnosis tasks, the logic is different.

Unfortunately, operators today rely on manual processing or ad-hoc scripts for most of the tasks. Operators must first parse the packet headers, e.g., using Wireshark. After parsing, operators usually look for a few key fields, e.g., 5-tuples, depending on the specific diagnosis tasks. Then they apply filters and aggregations on the key fields for deeper analysis. For example, if they want to check all the hops of a certain packet, they may filter based on the 5-tuple plus the IP id field. To check more instances and identify a consistent behavior, operators may apply similar filters many times with slightly different values, looking for abnormal behavior in each case. It is also hard to join instances of the same packet captured in different points of the network.

Except for the initial parsing, all the remaining steps vary from case to case. We find that there are four types of aggregations used by the operators. Depending on the scenario, operators may want to analyze 1) each single packet on a specific hop; 2) analyze the multi-hop trajectory of each single packet; 3) verify some packet distributions on a single switch or middlebox; or 4) analyze complicated tasks by correlating multiple packets on multiple hops. Table 2 lists diagnosis applications that are commonly used and supported by existing tools. We classify them into above four categories.

dShark must be broadly applicable for all these tasks – not only these four aggregation modes, but also support different analysis logic after grouping, e.g., verifying routing properties or localizing packet drops.

3.2 Robust in the Wild
dShark must be robust to practical artifacts in the wild, especially header transformations and packet capturing noise.
Packet header transformations. As shown in §2.2, these are very common in networks, due to the deployment of various middleboxes [49]. They become one of the main obstacles for existing tools [43, 56, 69] to perform all of the diagnosis logic (listed in Table 2) in one shot. As we can see from the table, some applications need to be robust to header transformations. Therefore, dShark must correctly group the packets as if there is no header transformation. While parsing the packet is not hard (indeed, tools like Wireshark can already do that), it is unclear how operators may specify the grouping logic across different header formats. In particular, today’s filtering languages are often ambiguous. For example, the “ip.src == X” statement in Wireshark display filter may match different IP layers in a VXLAN-in-IP-in-IP packet and leads to incorrect grouping results. dShark addresses this by explicitly indexing multiple occurrences of the same header type (e.g., IP-in-IP), and by adding support to address the innermost ([[-1]), outermost ([0]), and all ([:]) occurrences of a header type.

Packet capturing noise. We find that it is challenging to localize packet drops when there is significant packet capturing noise. We define noise here as drops of mirrored packets in the network or in the collection pipeline. Naively, one may just look at all copies of a packet captured on all hops, check whether the packet appears on each hop as expected. However, 1% or even higher loss in the packet captures is quite common in reality, as explained in §2.2 as well as in [61]. With the naïve approach, every hop in the network will have 1% false positive drop rate in the trace. This makes localizing any real drop rate that is comparable or less than 1% challenging because of the high false positive rate.

Therefore, for dShark, we must design a programming interface that is flexible for handling arbitrary header transformations, yet can be made robust to packet capturing noise.

3.3 Fast and Scalable
The volume of in-network trace is usually very large. dShark must be fast and scalable to analyze the trace. Below we list two performance goals for dShark.

Support real-time analysis when collocating on collectors. Recent efforts such as [68] and [50] have demonstrated that packets can be mirrored from the switches and forwarded to trace collectors. These collectors are usually commodity servers, connected via 10Gbps or 40Gbps links. Assuming each mirrored packet is 1500 bytes large, this means up to 3.33M packets per second (PPS). With high-performance network stacks [1,52,61], one CPU core is sufficient to capture at this rate. Ideally, dShark should co-locate with the collecting process, reuse the remaining CPU cores and be able to keep up with packet captures in real-time. Thus, we set this as the first performance goal – with a common CPU on a commodity server, dShark must be able to analyze at least 3.33 Mpps.

Be scalable. There are multiple scenarios that require higher performance from dShark: 1) there are smaller packets even though 1500 bytes is the most typical packet size in our production network. Given 40Gbps capturing rate, this means higher PPS; 2) there can be multiple trace collectors [68] and
We implemented 18 typical diagnosis applications in dShark. "No*" in column "in-network checking only" means this application can also be done with header transformation. Sorting it makes path recovery possible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group pattern</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Analysis logic</th>
<th>In-nw ck. only</th>
<th>Header transf.</th>
<th>Query LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One packet on one hop</td>
<td>Loop-free detection [21]</td>
<td>Group: same packet(ipv4[0].ipid, tcp[0].seq) on one hop</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detect forwarding loop</td>
<td>Query: does the same packet appear multiple times on the same hop</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overloop-free detection [69]</td>
<td>Group: same packet(ipv4[0].ipid, tcp[0].seq) on tunnel endpoints</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detect loop-free loop involving tunnels</td>
<td>Query: does the same packet appear multiple times on the same endpoint</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route detour checker</td>
<td>Group: same packet(ipv4[-1].ipid, tcp[-1].seq) on all switches</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Check packet’s route in failure case</td>
<td>Query: is valid detour in the recovered path(ipv4[:].ttl)</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route error</td>
<td>Group: same packet(ipv4[-1].ipid, tcp[-1].seq) on all switches</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detect wrong packet forwarding</td>
<td>Query: get last correct hop in the recovered path(ipv4[:].ttl)</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nestsight [21]</td>
<td>Group: same packet(ipv4[-1].ipid, tcp[-1].seq) on all switches</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Log packet’s in-network lifecycle</td>
<td>Query: recover path(ipv4[:].ttl)</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hop counter [21]</td>
<td>Group: same packet(ipv4[-1].ipid, tcp[-1].seq) on all switches</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Count packet’s hop</td>
<td>Query: count record</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple packets on one hop</td>
<td>Traffic isolation checker [21]</td>
<td>Group: all packets at dst ToR(SWITCH=dst,ToR)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Check whether hosts are allowed to talk</td>
<td>Query: have prohibited host(ipv4[0].src)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple packets on one hop</td>
<td>Middlebox(SLB, GW, etc) profiler</td>
<td>Group: same packet(ipv4[-1].ipid, tcp[-1].seq) pre/post middlebox</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Check correctness/performance of middleboxes</td>
<td>Query: is middlebox correct (related fields)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Packet drops on middleboxes</td>
<td>Group: same packet(ipv4[-1].ipid, tcp[-1].seq) pre/post middlebox</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Check packet drops in middleboxes</td>
<td>Query: exist ingress and egress trace</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple packets on multiple hops</td>
<td>Protocol bugs checker(BGP, RDMA, etc) [69]</td>
<td>Group: all BGP packets at target switch(SWITCH=star,SW)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify wrong implementation of protocols</td>
<td>Query: correctness (related fields) of BGP/FLTR: tcp[-1].src=dst=179</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incorrect packet modification [21]</td>
<td>Group: same packet(ipv4[-1].ipid, tcp[-1].seq) pre/post the modifier</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Check packets’ header modification</td>
<td>Query: is modification correct (related fields)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waypoint routing checker [21,43]</td>
<td>Group: all packets at waypoint switch(SWITCH=waypoint)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Make sure packets (not) pass a waypoint</td>
<td>Query: contain flow(ipv4[-1].src+cst, tcp[-1].src+cst) should (not) pass</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DDoS diagnosis [43]</td>
<td>Group: all packets at victim’s ToR(SWITCH=var,ToR)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Localize DDoS attack based on statistics</td>
<td>Query: statistics of flow(ipv4[-1].src+cst, tcp[-1].src+cst)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Congested link diagnosis [43]</td>
<td>Group: all packets(ipv4[-1].ipid, tcp[-1].seq) pass congested link</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Find flows using congested links</td>
<td>Query: list of flows(ipv4[-1].src+cst, tcp[-1].src+cst)</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Silent black hole localizer [43,69]</td>
<td>Group: packets with duplicate TCP(ipv4[-1].ipid, tcp[-1].seq)</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Localize switches that drop all packets</td>
<td>Query: get dropped hop in the recovered path(ipv4[:].ttl)</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Silent black hole localizer [43,69]</td>
<td>Group: packets with duplicate TCP(ipv4[-1].ipid, tcp[-1].seq)</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Localize packet drop localizer</td>
<td>Query: get dropped hop in the recovered path(ipv4[:].ttl)</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Silent packet drop localizer [69]</td>
<td>Group: packets with duplicate TCP(ipv4[-1].ipid, tcp[-1].seq)</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Localize random packet drops</td>
<td>Query: get dropped hop in the recovered path(ipv4[:].ttl)</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECMP profiler [69]</td>
<td>Group: all packets at ECMP ingress switches(SWITCH in ECMP)</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Profile flow distribution on ECMP paths</td>
<td>Query: statistics of flow(ipv4[-1].src+cst, tcp[-1].src+cst)</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traffic matrix [43]</td>
<td>Group: all packets at given two switches(SWITCH in tar,SW)</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traffic volume between given switch pairs</td>
<td>Query: total volume of overlapped flow(ipv4[-1].src+cst, tcp[-1].src+cst)</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: We implemented 18 typical diagnosis applications in dShark. "No*" in column “in-network checking only” means this application can also be done with end-host checking with some assumptions. "Yes*" in column “header transformation” needs to be robust to header transformation in our network, but, in other environments, it might not. "ipv4[:].ttl" in the analysis logic means dShark concatenates all ipv4’s TTLs in the header. It preserves order information even with header transformation. Sorting it makes path recovery possible. 1 We profiled SLB. 2 We focused on BGP route filter. 3 We focused on packet encapsulation.

3) for offline analysis, we hope that dShark can run faster than the packet timestamps. Therefore, dShark must horizontally scale up within one server, or scale out across multiple servers. Ideally, dShark should have near-linear speed up with more computing resources.

4 dShark Design

dShark is designed to allow for the analysis of distributed packet traces in near real time. Our goal in its design has been to allow for scalability, ease of use, generality, and robustness. In this section, we outline dShark’s design and how it allows us to achieve these goals. At a high level, dShark provides a domain-specific language for expressing distributed network monitoring tasks, which runs atop a map-reduce-like infrastructure that is tightly coupled, for efficiency, with a packet capture infrastructure. The DSL primitives are designed to enable flexible filtering and grouping of packets across the network, while being robust to header transformations and capture noise that we observe in practice.

4.1 A Concrete Example

To diagnose a problem with dShark, an operator has to write two related pieces: a declarative set of trace specifications indicating relevant fields for grouping and summarizing packets; and an imperative callback function to process groups of packet summaries.

Here we show a basic example – detecting forwarding loops in the network with dShark. This means dShark must check whether or not any packets appear more than once at any switch. First, network operators can write the trace specifications as follows, in JSON:

```json
{
  "Summary": {
    "1": {
      "Traffic volume between given switch pairs": {"Query": "total volume of overlapped flow(ipv4[-1].src+cst, tcp[-1].src+cst)"},
      "Traffic matrix [43]": {"Query": "count record"},
      "DDoS diagnosis [43]": {"Query": "statistics of flow(ipv4[-1].src+cst, tcp[-1].src+cst)"}
    }
  }
}
```
The first part, “Summary”, specifies that the query will use three fields, SWITCH, ipId and seqNum. dShark builds a packet summary for each packet, using the variables specified in “Summary”. dShark groups packets that have the same “key” fields, and shuffles them such that each group is processed by the same processor.

SWITCH, one of the only two predefined variables in dShark, is the switch where the packet is captured. Transparent to operators, dShark extracts this information from the additional header/metadata (as shown in Table 1) added by packet capturing pipelines [59,68].

Any other variable must be specified in the “Name” part, so that dShark knows how to extract the values. Note the explicit index “[0]” – this is the key for making dShark robust to header transformations. We will elaborate this in §4.3.

In addition, operators can constrain certain fields to a given value/range. In this example, we specify that if the packet is an IP-in-IP packet, we will ignore it unless its outermost source IP address is 10.0.0.1.

In our network, we assume that ipId and seqNum can identify a unique TCP packet without specifying any of the 5-tuple fields. Operators can choose to specify additional fields. However, we recommend using only necessary fields for better system efficiency and being more robust to middleboxes. For example, by avoiding using 5-tuple fields, the query is robust to any NAT that does not alter ipId.

The other piece is a query function, in C++:

```cpp
map<string, int> query(const vector<Group>& groups) {
  map<string, int> r = {{"loop", 0}, {"normal", 0}};
  for (const Group& group : groups) {
    r["loop"]++; (r["normal"])++;
  }
  return r;
}
```

The query function is written as a callback function, taking an array of groups and returning an arbitrary type: in this case, a map of string keys to integer values. This is flexible for operators – they can define custom counters like in this example, get probability distribution by counting in predefined bins, or pick out abnormal packets by adding entries into the dictionary. In the end, dShark will merge these key-value pairs from all query processor instances by unionizing all keys and summing the values of the same keys. Operators will get a human-readable output of the final key-value pairs.

In this example, the query logic is simple. Since each packet group contains all copies of a packet captured/mirrored by the same switch, if there exist two packet summaries in one group, a loop exists in the network. The query can optionally refer to any field defined in the summary format. We also implemented 18 typical queries from the literature and based on our experience in production networks. As shown in Table 2, even the most complicated one is only 52 lines long. For similar diagnosis tasks, operators can directly reuse or extend these query functions.

### 4.2 Architecture

The architecture of dShark is inspired by both how operators manually process the traces as explained in 3.1, and distributed computing engines like MapReduce [15]. Under that light, dShark can be seen as a streaming data flow system specialized for processing distributed network traces. We provide a general and easy-to-use programming model so that operators only need to focus on analysis logic without worrying about implementation or scaling.

dShark’s runtime consists of three main steps: parse, group and query (Figure 2). Three system components handle each of the three steps above, respectively. Namely,

- **Parser**: dShark consumes network packet traces and extracts user-defined key header fields based on different user-defined header formats. Parsers send these key fields as packet summaries to groupers. The dShark parsers include recursive parsers for common network protocols, and custom ones can be easily defined.
- **Grouper**: dShark groups packet summaries that have the same values in user-defined fields. Groupers receive summaries from all parsers and create batches per group based on time windows. The resulting packet groups are then passed to the query processors.
- **Query processor**: dShark executes the query provided by users and outputs the result for final aggregation.

dShark pipeline works with two cascading MapReduce-like stages: 1) first, packet traces are (mapped to be) parsed in parallel and shuffled (or reduced) into groups; 2) query processors run analysis logic for each group (map) and finally aggregate the results (reduce). In particular, the parser must...
handle header transformations as described in §3.2, and the grouper must support all possible packet groupings (§3.1). All three components are optimized for high performance and can run in a highly parallel manner.

**Input and output to the dShark pipeline.** dShark ingests packet traces and outputs aggregated analysis results to operators. dShark assumes that there is a system in place to collect traces from the network, similar to [68]. It can work with live traces when collocating with trace collectors, or run anywhere with pre-recorded traces. When trace files are used, a simple coordinator (§5.4) monitors the progress and feeds the traces to the parser in chunks based on packet timestamps. The final aggregator generates human-readable outputs as the query processors work. It creates a union of the key-value pairs and sums up values output by the processors (§5).

**Programming with dShark.** Operators describe their analysis logic with the programming interface provided by dShark, as explained below (§4.3). dShark compiles operators’ programs into a dynamic-linked library. All parsers, groupers and query processors load it when they start, though they link to different symbols in the library. dShark chooses this architecture over script-based implementation (e.g., Python or Perl) for better CPU efficiency.

### 4.3 dShark Programming Model

As shown in the above example, the dShark programming interface consists of two parts: 1) declarative packet trace specifications in JSON, and 2) imperative query functions (in C++). We design the specifications to be declarative to make common operations like select, filter and group fields in the packet headers straightforward to the operators. On the other hand, we make the query functions imperative to offer enough degrees of freedom for the operators to define different diagnosis logic. This approach is similar to the traditional approach in databases of embedding imperative user-defined functions in declarative SQL queries. Below we elaborate on our design rationale and on details not shown in the example above.

**“Summary” in specifications.** A packet summary is a byte array containing only a few key fields of a packet. We introduce packet summary for two main goals: 1) to let dShark compress the packets right after parsing while retaining the necessary information for query functions. This greatly benefits dShark’s efficiency by reducing the shuffling overhead and memory usage; 2) to let groupers know which fields should be used for grouping. Thus, the description of a packet summary format consists of two lists. The first contains the fields that will be used for grouping and the second of header fields that are not used as grouping keys but are required by the query functions. The variables in both lists must be defined in the “Name” section, specifying where they are in the headers.

**“Name” in specifications.** Different from existing languages like Wireshark filter or BPF, dShark requires an explicit index when referencing a header, e.g., “ipv4[0]” instead of simply “ipv4”. This means the first IPv4 header in the packet. This is for avoiding ambiguity, since in practice a packet can have multiple layers of the same header type due to tunneling. We also adopt the Python syntax, i.e., “ipv4[-1]” to mean the last (or innermost) IPv4 header, “ipv4[-2]” to mean the last but one IPv4 header, etc.

With such header indexes, the specifications are both robust to header transformations and explicit enough. Since the headers are essentially a stack (LIFO), using negative indexes would allow operators to focus on the end-to-end path of a packet or a specific tunnel regardless of any additional header transformation. Since network switches operate based on outer headers, using 0 or positive indexes (especially 0) allows operators to analyze switch behaviors, like routing.

**“Filter” in specifications.** Filters allow operators to prune the traces. This can largely improves the system efficiency if used properly. We design dShark language to support adding constraints for different types of packets. This is inspired by our observation in real life cases that operators often want to diagnose packets that are towards/from a specific middlebox. For instance, when diagnosing a specific IP-in-IP tunnel endpoint, e.g., 10.0.0.1, we only care IP-in-IP packets whose source IP is 10.0.0.1 (packets after encapsulation), and common IP packets whose destination IP is 10.0.0.1 (packets before encapsulation). For convenience, dShark supports “*” as a wildcard to match any headers.

**Query functions.** An operator can write the query functions as a callback function that defines the analysis logic to be performed against a batch of groups. To be generally applicable for various analysis tasks, we choose to prefer language flexibility over high-level descriptive languages. Therefore, we allow operators to program any logic using the native C++ language, having as input an array of packet groups, and as output an arbitrary type. The query function is invoked at the end of time windows, with the guarantee that all packets with the same key will be processed by the same processor (the same semantics of a shuffle in MapReduce).

In the query functions, each Group is a vector containing a number of summaries. Within each summary, operators can directly refer the values of fields in the packet summary, e.g., `summary.ipId` is `ipId` specified in JSON. In addition, since it is in C++, operators can easily query our internal service REST APIs and get control plane metadata to help analysis, e.g., getting the topology of a certain network. Of course, this should only be done per a large batch of batches to avoid a performance hit. This is a reason why we design query functions to take a batch of groups as input.

### 4.4 Support For Various Groupings

To show that our programming model is general and easy to use, we demonstrate how operators can easily specify the four different aggregation types, which we extend to grouping in dShark, listed in §3.1.

**Single-packet single-hop grouping.** This is the most basic
To localize where packets are dropped, in theory, one could just group all hops of each packet, and then check where in the network the packet disappears from the packet captures on the way to its destination. In practice, however, we find that the noise caused by data loss in the captures themselves, e.g., drops on the collectors and/or drops in the network on the way to the collector, will impact the validity of such analysis.

We elaborate this problem using the example in Figure 3 and Table 3. For ease of explanation we will refer the to paths of the mirrored packets from each switch to the collector as $\beta$ type paths and the normal path of the packet as $\alpha$ type paths. Assume switch A is at the border of our network and the ground truth is that drop happens after A. As operators, we want to identify whether the drop happens within our network. Unfortunately, due to the noise drop, we will find A is dropping packets with probability $b$ in the trace. If the real drop probability $a$ is less than $b$, we will misblame A. This problem, however, can be avoided if we correlate individual packets across different hops in the network as opposed to relying on simple packet counts.

Specifically, we propose two mechanisms to help dShark avoid mis-detecting where the packet was dropped: Verifying using the next hop(s). If the $\beta$ type path dropping packets is that from a switch in the middle of the $\alpha$ path, assuming that the probability that the same packet’s mirror is dropped on two $\beta$ paths is small, one can find the packet traces from the next hop(s) to verify whether A is really the point of packet drop or not. However, this mechanism would fail in the “last hop” case, where there is no next hop in the trace. The “last hop” case is either 1) the specific switch is indeed the last on the $\alpha$ path, however, the packets may be dropped by the receiver host, or 2) the specific switch is the last hop before the packet goes to external networks that do not capture packet traces. Figure 3 is such a case.

Leveraging information in end-to-end transport. To address the “last hop” issue, we leverage the information provided by end-to-end transport protocols. For example, for TCP flows, we can verify a packet was dropped by counting the number of retransmissions seen for each TCP sequence number. In dShark, we can just group all packets with the same TCP sequence number across all hops together. If there is indeed a drop after A, the original packet and retransmitted TCP packets (captured at all hops in the internal network) will show up in the group as packets with different IP IDs, which eliminates the possibility that the duplicate sequence number is due to a routing loop. Otherwise, it is a noise drop on the $\beta$ path.

This process could have false positives as the packet could be dropped both on the $\beta$ and $\alpha$ path. This occurs with probability of only $a \times b$ – in the “last hop” cases like Figure 3, the drops on $\beta$ and $\alpha$ path are likely to be independent since the two paths are disjoint after A. In practice, the capture noise $b$ is $\ll 100\%$. Thus any $a$ can be detected robustly.

Above, we focused on describing the process for TCP traffic as TCP is the most prominent protocol used in data center networks [6]. However, the same approach can be applied to any other reliable protocols as well. For example, QUIC [31] also adds its own sequence number in the packet header. For general UDP traffic, dShark’s language also
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Table 3: The correctness of localizing packet drops. The two types of drops are independent because the paths are disjoint after A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No drop</td>
<td>$(1-a)(1-b)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real drop</td>
<td>$a(1-b)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise drop</td>
<td>$(1-a)b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real + Noise drop</td>
<td>$ab$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 3: Packet capturing noise may interfere with the drop localization analysis.
allows the operators to specify similar identifiers (if exist) based on byte offset from the start of the payload.

5 dShark Components and Implementation

We implemented dShark, including parsers, groupers and query processors, in >4K lines of C++ code. We have designed each instance of them to run in a single thread, and can easily scale out by adding more instances.

5.1 Parser

Parsers recursively identify the header stack and, if the header stack matches any in the Filter section, check the constraints on header fields. If there is no constraint found or all constraints are met, the fields in the Summary and Name sections are extracted and serialized in the form of a byte array. To reduce I/O overhead, the packet summaries are sent to the groupers in batches.

Shuffling between multiple parsers and groupers: When working with multiple groupers, to ensure grouping correctness, all parsers will have to send packet summaries that belong to the same groups to the same grouper. Therefore, parsers and groupers shuffle packet summaries using a consistent hashing of the “key” fields. This may result in increased network usage when the parsers and groupers are deployed across different machines. Fortunately, the amount of bandwidth required is typically very small—as shown in Table 2, common summaries are only around 10B, more than 100× smaller than an original 1500B packet.

For analyzing live captures, we closely integrate parsers with trace collectors. The raw packets are handed over to parsers via memory pointers without additional copying.

5.2 Grouper

dShark then groups summaries that have the same keys. Since the grouper does not know in advance whether or not it is safe to close its current group (groupings might be very long-lived or even perpetual), we adopt a tumbling window approach. Sizing the window presents trade-offs. For query correctness, we would like to have all the relevant summaries in the same window. However, too large of a window increases the memory requirements.

dShark uses a 3-second window—once three seconds (in packet timestamps) passed since the creation of a group, this group can be wrapped up. This is because, in our network, packets that may be grouped are typically captured within three seconds.3 In practice, to be robust to the noise in packet capture timestamps, we use the number of packets arriving thereafter as the window size. Within three seconds, a parser with 40Gbps connection receives no more than 240M packets even if all packets are as small as 64B. Assuming that the number of groupers is the same as or more than parsers, we can use a window of 240M (or slightly more) packet summaries. This only requires several GB of memory given that most packet summaries are around 10B large (Table 2).

5.3 Query Processor

The summary groups are then sent to the query processors in large batches.

Collocating groupers and query processors: To minimize the communication overhead between groupers and query processors, in our implementation processors and groupers are threads in the same process, and the summary groups are passed via memory pointers. This is feasible because the programming model of dShark guarantees that each summary group can be processed independently, i.e., the query functions can be executed completely in parallel. In our implementation, query processors are child threads spawned by groupers whenever groupers have a large enough batch of summary groups. This mitigates thread spawning overhead, compared with processing one group at one time. The analysis results of this batch of packet groups are in the form of a key-value dictionary and are sent to the result aggregator via a TCP socket. Finally, the query process thread terminates itself.

5.4 Supporting Components in Practice

Below, we elaborate some implementation details that are important for running dShark in practice.

dShark compiler. Before initiating its runtime, dShark compiles the user program. dShark generates C++ code from the JSON specification. Specifically, a definition of struct Summary will be generated based on the fields in the summary format, so that the query function has access to the value of a field by referring to Summary:variable.name. The template of a callback function that extracts fields will be populated using the Name section. The function will be called after the parsers identify the header stack and the pointers to the beginning of each header. The Filter section is compiled similarly. Finally, this piece of C++ code and the query function code will compile together by a standard C++ compiler and generate a dynamic link library. dShark pushes this library to all parsers, groupers and query processors.

Result aggregator. A result aggregator gathers the output from the query processors. It receives the key-value dictionary sent by query processors and combines them by unionizing the keys and summing the values of the same keys. It then generates human-readable output for operators.

Coordinate parsers. dShark parsers consume partitioned network packet traces in parallel. In practice, this brings a synchronization problem when they process offline traces. If a fast parser processes packets of a few seconds ahead of a slower parser (in terms of when the packets are captured), the packets from the slower parser may fall out of grouper moving window (§5.2), leading to incorrect grouping.

To address this, we implemented a coordinator to simulate live capturing. The coordinator periodically tells all parsers
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3The time for finishing TCP retransmission plus the propagation delay should still fall in three seconds.
until which timestamp they should continue processing packets. The parsers will report their progress once they reach the target timestamp and wait for the next instruction. Once all parsers report completion, the coordinator sends out the next target timestamp. This guarantees that the progress of different parsers will never differ too much. To avoid stragglers, the coordinator may drop parsers that are consistently slower.

**Over-provision the number of instances.** Although it may be hard to accurately estimate the minimum number of instances needed (see §6) due to the different CPU overhead of various packet headers and queries, we use conservative estimation and over-provision instances. It only wastes negligible CPU cycles because we implement all components to spend CPU cycles only on demand.

## 6 dShark Evaluation

We used dShark for analyzing the in-network traces collected from our production networks. In this section, we first present a few examples where we use dShark to check some typical network properties and invariants. Then, we evaluate the performance of dShark.

### 6.1 Case Study

We implement 18 typical analysis tasks using dShark (Table 2). We explain three of them in detail below.

**Loop detection.** To show the correctness of dShark, we perform a controlled experiment using loop detection analysis as an example. We first collected in-network packet traces (more than 10M packets) from one of our networks and verified that there is no looping packet in the trace. Then, we developed a script to inject looping packets by repeating some of the original packets with different TTLs. The script can inject with different probabilities.

We use the same code as in §4.1. Figure 4 illustrates the number of looping packets that are injected and the number of packets caught by dShark. dShark has zero false negative or false positive in this controlled experiment.

**Profiling load balancers.** In our data center, layer-4 software load balancers (SLB) are widely deployed under ToR switches. They receive packets with a virtual IP (VIP) as the destination and forward them to different servers (called DIP) using IP-in-IP encapsulation, based on flow-level hashing. Traffic distribution analysis of SLBs is handy for network operators to check whether the traffic is indeed balanced.

To demonstrate that dShark can easily provide this, we randomly picked a ToR switch that has an SLB under it. We deployed a rule on that switch that mirrors all packets that go towards a specific VIP and come out. In one hour, our collectors captured more than 30M packets in total.

Our query function generates both flow counters and packet counters of each DIP. Figure 5 shows the result – among the total six DIPs, DIP5 receives the least packets whereas DIP6 gets the most. Flow-level counters show a similar distribution.

After discussing with operators, we conclude that for this VIP, load imbalance does exist due to imbalanced hashing, while it is still in an acceptable range.

**Packet drop localizer.** Noise can affect the packet drop localizer. Here we briefly evaluate the effectiveness of using transport-level retransmission information to reduce false positives (§4.5). We implemented the packet drop localizer as shown in Table 2, and used the noise mitigation mechanism described in §4.5. In a production data center, we deployed a mirroring rule on all switches to mirror all packets that originate from or go towards all servers, and fed the captured packets to dShark. We first compare our approach, which takes into account gaps in the sequence of switches, and uses retransmissions as evidence of actual drops, with a naïve approach, that just looks at the whether the last captured hop is the expected hop. Since the naïve approach does not work for drops at the last switch (including ToR and the data center boundary Tier-2 spine switches), for this comparison we only considered packets whose last recorded switch were leaf (Tier-1) switches. The naïve approach reports 5,599 suspected drops while dShark detects 7. The reason for the difference is drops of mirrored packets, which we estimated in our log to be approximately 2.2%. The drops detected by dShark are real, because they generated retransmissions with the same TCP sequence number.

Looking at all packets (and not only the ones whose traces terminate at the Tier-1 switches), we replayed the trace while randomly dropping capture packets with increasing probabilities. dShark reported 5,802, 5,801, 5,801 and 5,784 packet drops under 0%, 1%, 2% and 5% probabilities respectively. There is still a possibility that we miss the retransmitted packet, but, from the result, it is very low (0.3%).

### 6.2 dShark Component Performance

Next, we evaluate the performance of dShark components individually. For stress tests, we feed offline traces to dShark as fast as possible. To represent commodity servers, we use eight VMs from our public cloud platform, each has a Xeon 16-core 2.4GHz vCPU, 56GB memory and 10Gbps virtual network. Each experiment is repeated for at least five times and we report the average. We verify the speed difference between the fastest run and slowest run is within 5%.

**Parser.** The overhead of the parser varies based on the layers
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4 All the traces we use in evaluation are from clusters running internal services. We do not analyze our cloud customers traffic without permission.

5 An SLB is responsible for multiple VIPs. The traffic volume can vary a lot across different VIPs.
of headers in the packets: the more layers, the longer it takes to identify the whole header stack. The number of fields being extracted and filter constraints do not matter as much.

To get the throughput of a parser, we designed a controlled evaluation. Based on the packet formats in Table 1, we generated random packet traces and fed them to parsers. Each trace has 80M packets of a given number of header layers. Common TCP packets have the fewest header layers (three – Ethernet, IPv4, and TCP). The most complicated one has eight headers, i.e., \( \delta \) in Table 1.

Figure 6 shows that in the best case (parsing a common TCP packet), the parser can reach nearly 3.5 Mpps. The throughput decreases when the packets have more header layers. However, even in the most complicated case, a single-thread parser still achieves 2.6 Mpps throughput.

**Grouper.** For groupers, we find that the average number of summaries in each group is the most impacting factor to grouper performance. To show this, we test different traces in which each group will have one, two, four, or eight packets, respectively. Each trace has 80M packets.

Figure 7 shows that the grouper throughput increases when each group has more packets. This is because the grouper uses a hash table to store the groups in the moving window (§5.2). The more packets in each group, the less group entry inserts and hash collisions. In the worst case (each packet is a group by itself), the throughput of one grouper thread can still reach more than 1.2 Mpps.

**Query processor.** The query processor performs the query function written by network operators against each summary group. Of course, the query overhead can vary significantly depending on the operators’ needs. We evaluate four typical queries that represent two main types of analysis: 1) loop detection and SLB profiler only check the size of each group (§4.1); 2) the misrouting analysis and drop localization must examine every packet in a group.

Figure 8 shows that the query throughput of the first type can reach 17 or 23 Mpps. The second type is significantly slower – the processor runs at 1.5 Mpps per thread.

### 6.3 End-to-End Performance

We evaluate the end-to-end performance of dShark by using a real trace with more than 640M packets collected from production networks. Unless otherwise specified, we run the loop detection example shown in §4.1.

Our first target is the throughput requirement in §3: 3.33 Mpps per server. Based on the component throughput, we start two parser instances and three grouper instances on one VM. Groupers spawn query processor threads on demand. Figure 9 shows dShark achieves 3.5 Mpps throughput. This is around three times a grouper performance (Figure 7), which means groupers run in parallel nicely. The CPU overhead is merely four CPU cores. Among them, three cores are used by groupers and query processors, while the remaining core is used by parsers. The total memory usage is around 15 GB.

On the same setup, the drop localizer query gets 3.6 Mpps with similar CPU overhead. This is because, though the query function for drop localizer is heavier, its grouping has more packets per group, leading to lighter overhead (Figure 7).

We further push the limit of dShark on a single 16-core server. We start 6 parsers and 9 groupers, and achieve 10.6 Mpps throughput with 12 out of 16 CPU cores fully occupied. This means that even if the captured traffic is comprised of 70% 64B small packets and 30% 1500B packets, dShark can still keep up with 40Gbps live capturing.

Finally, dShark must scale out across different servers. Compared to running on a single server, the additional overhead is that the shuffling phase between parsers and groupers will involve networking I/O. We find that this overhead has little impact on the performance – Figure 9 shows that when running two parsers and three groupers on each server, dShark achieves 13.2 Mpps on four servers and 26.4 Mpps on eight servers. This is close to the numbers of perfectly linear speedup 14 Mpps and 28 Mpps, respectively. On a network with full bisection bandwidth, where traffic is limited by the host access links, this is explained because we add parsers and groupers in the same proportion, and the hashing in the shuffle achieves an even distribution of traffic among them.

### 7 Discussion and Limitations

**Complicated mappings in multi-hop packet traces.** In multi-hop analysis, dShark assumes that at any switch or middlebox, there exist 1:1 mappings between input and output packets, if the packet is not dropped. This is true in most parts of our networks. However, some layer 7 middleboxes may violate this assumption. Also, IP fragmentation can also make troubles – some fragments may not carry the TCP header and break analysis that relies on TCP sequence number. Fortunately, IP fragmentation is not common in our networks because most servers use standard 1500B MTU while our switches are configured with larger MTU.

We would like to point out that it is not a unique problem of dShark. Most, if not all, state-of-art packet-based diagnosis tools are impacted by the same problem. Addressing this challenge is an interesting future direction.

**Alternative implementation choices.** We recognize that there are existing distributed frameworks [12,15,64] designed for big data processing and may be used for analyzing packet traces. However, we decided to implement a clean-slate design that is specifically optimized for packet trace analysis. Examples include the zero-copy data passing via pointers between parsers and trace collectors, and between groupers and query processors. Also, existing frameworks are in general heavyweight since they have unnecessary functionalities for us. That said, others may implement dShark language and programming model with less lines of code using existing frameworks, if performance is not the top priority.

**Offloading to programmable hardware.** Programmable hardware like P4 switches and smart NICs may offload dShark
from CPU for better performance. However, dShark already delivers sufficient throughput for analyzing 40Gbps online packet captures per server (§6) in a practical setting. Meanwhile, dShark, as a pure software solution, is more flexible, has lower hardware cost, and provides operators a programming interface they are familiar with. Thus, we believe that dShark satisfies the current demand of our operators. That said, in an environment that is fully deployed with highly programmable switches, it is promising to explore hardware-based trace analysis like Marple [42].

8 Related Work

dShark, to the best of our knowledge, is the first framework that allows for the analysis of distributed packet traces in the face of noise, complex packet transformations, and large network traces. Perhaps the closest to dShark are PathDump [56] and SwitchPointer [57]. They diagnose problems by adding metadata to packets at each switch and analyzing them at the destination. However, this requires switch hardware modification that is not widely available in today’s networks. Also, in-band data shares fate with the packets, making it hard to diagnose problems where packets do not reach the destination.

Other related work that has been devoted to detection and diagnosis of network failures includes:

**Switch hardware design for telemetry** [21, 28, 32, 36, 42]. While effective, these work require infrastructure changes that are challenging or even not possible due to various practical reasons. Therefore, until these capabilities are mainstream, the need to for distributed packet traces remains. Our summaries may resemble NetSight’s postcards [21], but postcards are fixed, while our summaries are flexible, can handle transformations, and are tailored to the queries they serve.

**Algorithms based on inference** [3, 8, 19, 20, 22, 38, 40, 53, 54, 68]. A number of works use anomaly detection to find the source of failures within networks. Some attempt to cover the full topology using periodic probes [20]. However, such probing results in loss of information that often complicates detecting certain types of problems which could be easily detected using packet traces from the network itself. Other such approaches, e.g., [38, 40, 53, 54], either rely on the packet arriving endpoints and thus cannot localize packet drops, or assume specific topology. Work such as EverFlow [68] is complementary to dShark. Specifically, dShark’s goal is to analyze distributed packet captures fed by EverFlow. Finally, [7] can only identify the general type of a problem (network, client, server) rather than the responsible device.

**Work on detecting packet drops** [11, 16, 17, 23–25, 29, 33, 37, 39, 41, 46, 60, 63, 65–67] While these work are often effective at identifying the cause of packet drops, they cannot identify other types of problems that often arise in practice e.g., load imbalance. Moreover, as they lack full visibility into the network (and the application) they often are unable to identify the cause of problems for specific applications [6].

**Failure resilience and prevention** [4, 9, 10, 18, 27, 30, 34, 35, 47, 48, 51, 55, 62] target resilience or prevention to failures via new network architectures, protocols, and network verification. dShark is complementary to these works. While they help avoid problematic areas in the network, dShark identifies where these problems occur and their speedy resolution.

9 Conclusion

We present dShark, a general and scalable framework for analyzing in-network packet traces collected from distributed devices. dShark provides a programming model for operators to specify trace analysis logic. With this programming model, dShark can easily address complicated artifacts in real world traces, including header transformations and packet capturing noise. Our experience in implementing 18 typical diagnosis tasks shows that dShark is general and easy to use. dShark can analyze line rate packet captures and scale out to multiple servers with near-linear speedup.
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